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Abstract. The Geo-Historical reflection in the cultural landscape of Lugoj. This paper presents
synthetically some aspects concerning the influences that the historical periods had on the social and
cultural context of the municipality of Lugoj and also, on the cultural landscape of this town situated
in the West part of Romania. The human settlements from this part of the country have been directly
influenced by two major types of culture (German and Hungarian) that have strongly marked their
cultural landscapes. Thus, the municipality of Lugoj as urban space with old cultural traditions
detaches through its unique character from the structural and functional point of view by the German
colonization that contributed to the individualization of the German Lugoj on the left bank of Timis
river. It had its own evolution till 1795 when it units with Romanian part of the town from the right
bank of the river forming The Cameral Trade Center of Lugoj. The German and Hungarian
domination determined the multi-ethnic and multi-linguistic specific of this settlement reflected in the
local toponomy, in the field of the economic activities, in the cultural traditions and local customs, in
the architecture of the town and in the others type of constructions and also in the physiognomy of the
cultural landscape of the town. To all these will stand in the communist regime influences which
marks are obvious in the urban space by the industrial standardized platforms and by the new districts
with blocks of flats destines for workers living. The period after 1990 brings with itself new important
changes in the local landscape through the adaptation of the structure and the functionality of the
urban space to the market economy. The German cultural traditions had a relevant role in creating
process of the new links with European space through the attraction of the German investors and not
only, but also through the creation of the new cooperation relations with other social and cultural
systems from Europe. All these are directly reflected in the contemporary cultural landscape
determining specific features attesting the objective intersection between the different types of
cultures that are specific for the historical periods that influenced the evolution of this urban space
from the west part of Romania. More of that, if we consider in our analysis the importance of the
local Romanian values materialized by the local cultural personalities, by the cultural events and
manifestations and by the local cultural customs and traditions, we can determine the uniqueness
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personality of the local cultural landscape.

Rezumat. O reflecţie geo-istorică asupra peisajului cultural al oraşului Lugoj. Această lucrare
prezintă sintetic câteva elemente cu privire la influenţele pe care perioadele istorice le-au avut asupra
contextului social şi cultural al municipiului Lugoj şi, de asemenea, asupra peisajului cultural al
acestui oraş situat în partea de vest a României. Aşezările umane din această parte a ţării au fost în
mod direct influenţate de două tipuri majore de cultură (maghiară şi germană), care şi-au pus
amprenta puternic asupra peisajelor culturale ale acestora. În acest context, municipiul Lugoj - spaţiu
urban cu vechi tradiţii culturale se detaşează prin caracterul său unic sub raport structural şi funcţional
prin colonizările germane care au contribuit la formarea Lugojului German, aşezare umană formată pe
malul stâng al râului Timiş cu evoluţie individuală până în anul 1795 când se uneşte cu Lugojul
Român situat pe malul drept al acestei artere hidrografice. Dominaţia germană şi maghiară a
determinat caracterul multietnic şi multilingvistic al aşezării reflectat în domeniul toponimiei locale,
în specificul activităţilor economice, în tradiţiile culturale, în arhitectură şi tipul de construcţii şi, nu în
ultimul rând, în fizionomia peisajului local. Acestor caracteristici li se alătură influenţele regimului
comunist a căror urme sunt evidente în spaţiul urban prin intermediul platformelor industriale şi a
noilor cartiere de blocuri destinate muncitorilor. Perioada de după 1990 aduce noi schimbări
semnificative în peisaj prin intermediul adaptării structurii şi funcţionalităţii spaţiului urban la
economia de piaţă. Tradiţiile culturale germane au avut un rol determinant în crearea unor noi legături
cu spaţiul european prin atracţia investitorilor germani şi nu numai, dar şi prin crearea unor noi relaţii
de cooperare cu alte sisteme sociale şi culturale din Europa. Toate acestea se reflectă direct în peisajul
cultural actual al municipiului determinând trăsături distincte care atestă intersecţia obiectivă dintre
diferitele tipuri de culturi specifice perioadelor istorice care au influenţat evoluţia acestui spaţiu urban
din vestul României. Dacă avem în vedere şi valorile culturale locale, reflectate prin personalităţi,
manifestări, evenimente, obiceiuri şi tradiţii culturale, putem ilustra personalitatea şi unicitatea
peisajului cultural local.
Mots-clés: culture, historical periods, urban space, mental space, cultural landscape, Lugoj.
Cuvinte cheie: cultură, perioade istorice, spaţiu urban, spaţiu mental, peisaj cultural, Lugoj.

1. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LOCAL CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE
The cultural space comprises two distinct features – an intangible one, outlined
during the historical periods, more called up in specialized works by various experts and a
second one externalized in visible elements that are easily perceived as the town cultural
objectives, the cultural events, the popular and traditional customs and the cultural values
with relevance at the national and international level.
The old cultural customs are evident making by Luchescu (2004, p. 89), the author
stating the fact that in Lugoj were registered the beginning of the Romanian school in 1770
being built the first school building. The cultural hearth of the town as an integrative part of
its cultural space, the cultural phenomena and events in a diachronic perspective have been
illustrated in papers as: The artistic and cultural Lugoj, (Luchescu, 1975), The historical
religious monuments from Lugoj (Stratan, Muntean, 1981), Lugoj and its inhabitants from
the past (Lăzărescu, 1993), Lugoj Spirituality (Luchescu, Muntean, Lăzărescu, 1994), Saint
spaces - The district of the archpries from Lugoj (Luchescu, 2004), Names of the streets
from Lugoj from oldest times to present (Lay, 2007) etc. The cultural space is evoked
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through the multiple valences offered by the important events from Lugoj, this town being
considered „as Romanian metropolis of Banat” (Luchescu, 2004, p. 91).
The main vector that has determined the cultural frame of the town is represented
by the notorious personalities from Lugoj as Coriolan Brediceanu, Tiberiu Brediceanu,
Caius Brediceanu Filaret Barbu, Ion Vidu, Traian Grozăvescu, Traian Vuia, Anişoara
Odeanu, Valeriu Branişte, Ioan Boroş, Mia Cerna, Aurel Maniu, George Popovici, Ioan
Lupu, Aristide Buhoiu, Iosif Constantin Drăgan etc, a part of these from the past and some
of them from the contemporary period as a honorable citizens or local political
personalities. Each of them imprinted in the cultural space individual, distinct marks in
various fields: music, literature, opera, the publish field, painting, dance, research activities,
history etc. The cultural space of Lugoj is defined through the existence of two centuries of
Romanian school, through the presence of many cultural societies and organization as
Casina Română, Astra, The Romanian Chorus and Fanfares from Banat, The Songs and
Music Reunion; to all these we can join the press and the numerously cultural events with
spatial echoes beyond the Romanian frontiers. The town of Lugoj is the all Brediceanu`s
home, and also the home of Ion Vidu, Eftimie Murgu, Traian Grozăvescu etc. Many local
institutions with local and regional symbolic values, with an emblematic identity, are
named with the names of the major personality of the town: National College Coriolan
Brediceanu, Drăgan European University, The Municipal Theatre Traian Grozăvescu,
Anişoara Odeanu School, Scholar Group Valeriu Branişte etc. On the other hand, some
cultural manifestations are named after the local personalities names as Choral
International Festival Ion Vidu, The International Contest of Vocal Music Traian
Grozăvescu and The Theatre Festival George Augustin Petculescu.
The values and ideas of these notorious personalities thinking have been diffused
to the all corners of Romania, Europe and, more of that, in whole world. So, the function of
the historical and cultural hearth of the town is complete justified. In this place, in the past,
have been unfurled many historical events and, more of that, the town of Lugoj was the
second free urban settlement from Romania as an outcome of the anticommunist
Revolution from 1989.
In Lugoj, appeared Ion Vidu Chorus, cultural formation of international
acknowledgement, with concerts on the all important stages of Europe. The cultural
diffusion through these authentic mechanisms had the role of promoting at the international
level the local values and also, the role of the abroad affirmation of the cultural and identity
spirit from this part of Romania.
From functional point of view, the cultural space of the town comprises an
important number of cultural institutions, as the educational ones - gymnasiums, high
schools, colleges and university - and with other profiles as Municipal Theatre Traian
Grozăvescu, The Municipal Library, The House of Culture, The Army House, Pro Arts
Gallery, Drăgan European Foundation, The Headquarters of Local Radio Station and Tv,
monuments, religious objectives (cathedrals, churches and chapels), the cultural activity
from Lugoj being in a tight connection with the spiritual frame of the religious features.
Concerning the cultural landscape of the town, it presents many elements that
reflect the cultural phenomenon of the town. The old medieval palaces illustrate the local
culture and the intersection of the Romanian cultural system with the German one and also,
with the Hungarian one. The model of inter-culturality between the successive populations
that lived in this geographical space is visible in our days, both in the landscape, and in the
social relations from the contemporary period. The Bejan Palace, Mircovici Palace, the
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Prefectures Office Palace, The Justice Palace, reflects obviously the medieval cultural
values through the presence of Wien secession and also, of the other architectural styles got
in this space by the first German colonists. At the same time, the cultural dwellings, the
churches and the cathedrals - as a symbol elements and, of course, features of the local
identity, the local authorities emblems among the time certify the evolution phases of the
cultural landscape of the Lugoj town.
A singular mark, and a specific influence is generated by the old communist
regime which, as in all the others Romanian cites and towns, has strongly burdened the
urban landscapes by promoting all planed economy, which has determined the presence of
the residential districts with standardized living structures and also, the industrial platforms
with considerable dimensions with productive units, that were characterized by a higher
consumption of electric power.
After 1990, the landscape supporting new spatial mutations in its physiognomy,
through the buildings inspired by the West part of Europe architecture. So, in Lugoj appear
new modern industrial units, in this part of country is amplified the spiritual and religions
values censored until 1990, through the construction of the new religious monuments, that
reflects the human beliefs in Divinity, all being subordinate to It (Cocean, 2005, p. 73).
The contemporary cultural landscape is expressing the all efforts of the community
members whose generations have succeeded in this space (Voiculescu, Cretan, 2005),
efforts in their process of advancing their identity, spirituality and values system, conferring
to the humanized space personality and substance and also, for perpetuating, through the
specific activities complex, a distinct culture, creating a unique landscape with many
oneness elements.

2. THE RELIGIOUS SPACE
As we already stated in the synthetic analysis of the cultural space, the activities of
the habitants from Lugoj, from the spiritual point of view, have been strongly connected
with the church and its religious preoccupations. The Divinity, for all those who believe,
dominates everything, from this result the cosmic dimension of the mental space (Cocean,
2005). The actual religious space is divided in parishes. Among the time it has supported
many changes in connection with the historical conditions and, more of that, by the politic
ones, evolving in its own way influenced by the communist regime.
It is known the fact that some cults have been prohibited and the religious values
were affected by censorship, with all this the believe have pull through beyond the imposed
barriers by the old political regime thus, after 1990 the affirmation freedom of the believe
in God is reflected by the construction of new orthodoxies churches but not only, the cult
space of the town being reorganized and structured in function by the presence in the town
of the religious institutions.
Beyond the functional aspect, the churches are real cultural monuments which
present a large interest, not only for the local congregation but more of that, for the tourists
or the transit population from town. Through the stability of the new democrat political
regime after 1990, a real gain characterizes the orthodox churches and, at the same time, the
all cults that were affirming in this geographical space. Their presence is not determined by
the western influences that appear in Lugoj after 1990, once with the Iron Curtain Fall, it
existing still the German colonization moment, that bring with itself their own values
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system, so its own cultural complex that are individualized this population from the ethnical
point of view. The religious buildings deserve the all town in our days and the possibility of
the increase of its number being justified.
Before 1990, in Lugoj were functioning The church with two towers, The church
with one tower, both of them orthodox, The Romano-Catholic Church, The Reformed
Church, and Evangelical Church. It is very interesting the fact that the Greco - Catholic
Church, respectively Church with one tower has become under the communist regime an
orthodox church, for after 1990, it get back to the initial rite. From this reference moment in
Lugoj are built many churches as: The Dip of the Saint Spirit on the Timişoara Highway,
The God's Resurrection and, also, in town appear many churches of the Penticostal and
Baptist parishes.
The seniority of the beliefs and religious values that perpetuating in the Lugoj
space is attested by the old religious monuments with symbolic value as the St. Nicolae
Tower, edifice that reflects the presence of an old church, built in 1402 from which, in our
days, conserving only this tower, as an outcome of the believe and spirituality lasting of the
local population. The religious space were presenting till 1989 a single and unique parish
and, structured after 1990, four distinct parishes for the orthodox rite. This structure was as
following (cf. Luchescu, 2004, pp. 89-113).
 The Maria Virgin's Adormition Parish - the biggest one that belongs to the Two
Towers Church. The multiple cultural values are reflected by the fact that in the
frame of it functions the Ion Vidu Chorus, which has been created in 1810. The
parish is the first category and comprises 6604 families and 18687 inhabitants. The
church, through it seniority, attesting the deepest religiousity and the aspirations to
the progress of the inhabitants, people of culture and fearless fighters (Luchescu,
2004, p. 90). The church is disposing by two towers about 41 meters high, but it
has been fired in the 1842 fire. Through its reconstruction in 1944, it brings the
actual physiognomy. The architectural style is baroque (Popescu, 1993) it being
one of the most representatively religious monuments from Banat.
 The Falling of the Saint Spirit Parish. It belongs to the church with the same name
and the construction of it begun in august 1990. In December, in this church took
place the first divine service. Through the coordination of this church and parish in
Grapewine Hills from Lugoj is built the church named Saint Josef Church.
 The Parish of God's Resurrection. Its construction begun in 1990, at that time
being created its parish. This religious monuments being a reply to the two towers
church.
 The Parish named The Saints Archangels Mihail and Gavril. It was created
through the detachment of a part of the God's Ressurection Parish. It is delimited
by the railway axis to the Caransebeş. It is formed by 32 streets and 624 houses. It
comprises the District of Mondialul Bocşei and I. T. L District (actually Iosif
Constantin Drăgan District). The parish does not dispose by the church, the
religious services taking place on the chapel of the Iosif Constantin Dragan
District.
 Other religious monuments (Popescu, 1993):
o The Romano - Catholic Church named The Saint Trinity - is situated in
German Lugoj, being built between 1718 and 1723. The actual building is
estimated to be constructed during 1733 and 1735, when it is renewed.
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The One Tower Church named The Dip of the Saint Spirit. It was built
between 1843 and 1854 and restored between 1955 -1965. Its
architectural style is neoclassic and baroque with corintic columns and
with bohemian stained glasses.
o The Reformed Church was built between 1906 - 1907 in a gothic style
and disposes by a remarkable suppleness.
o The Synagogue from Lugoj is dating since 1793 being destined to the
Jews. Its adornments are oriental with stylized ionic columns.
o Chapels in the urban space (cf. Luchescu, 2004): chapel from the
orthodox cemetery,1 chapel from the Municipal Hospital and chapel from
the Hezeris Street.
The cultural landscape of the town is marked by numerously monuments, edifices
and religious institutions that are specific for the all cults of the habitants from Lugoj, their
parishes serving the all urban space of the town.
o

3. THE MENTAL SPACE
This category represents the space „that a community and also a person that
belongs to it integrate it in its own scale of existing values through perception (…), living
(…), and imagination (…)”2. The municipality of Lugoj, through its attributes has
determined, among the time, the individualization of two important perspectives concerning
the mental space. The first one is represented by the place attachment through the native
sites of the local population, through the specific values, customs and beliefs and, the
second one, through the pride of being „lugojean”. This virtue has deeply founded from the
oldest times, due to the cultural from that was created here through the numerous cultural
events and processes and also, through the people that have enriched the local culture by
their own creations. Lugoj is the „home” of Ion Vidu, Filaret Barbu, Coriolan Brediceanu
and many more important personalities known at the national and international level.
They're responsible for the value conferred to the cultural hearth and also, to the cultural
landscape from our contemporary period.
The mental space analysis represents a difficult intercession because of its
complexity determined by the spiritual attributes whereby the space is indirectly
materialized.3 From the provincial mental space4 point of view, we can appreciate that
Lugoj is a part of Banat, fact for it is populated especially by „bănăţeni” and from the
habitational5 perspective „it is identifying to the native locality of the person, there where
he is forming his first concretely representations of the reality imprinting decisively its
traditions in his behavior as authentic un-conditional reflexes. The name of it, derives by
the adjectival form of the settlement topic” (Cocean, 2005, p. 67), for instance „lugojean”
for the town of Lugoj. The pride of being „lugojean” appears in many scripts of
1

Chapel considered generic, symbolic and metaphoric „a small pantheon from Lugoj”; to this
religious monument, Lăzărescu, V. and Luchescu, Gh. In 1993 has dedicated a distinct work.
2
Cocean, P., (2005), Geografie regională, Editura Presa Universitară Clujeană, Cluj Napoca, p. 62.
3
Idem, p. 63.
4
Type of space identified by, Cocean, P., (2005), op. cit., p. 63.
5
Idem, p. 67.
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acknowledged authors, in popular scripts or orally conserved from all passed generations to
present.
From this point of view, the following verses reflect an objective reality of all that
the Lugoj space has been in the past and, also, of all that this town represents in our
contemporary period in the Romanian space.
„There is no Romanian as „Banateanul”
„Banatean” as „Lugojeanul”
„Lugojean” as „Brediceanu”.
The relevance of this writings is full of value by the fact that they are referring to
the all cultural space of Banat and, also, by the deepest spatial approach to the level of the
town of Lugoj. More of that, they are illustrating the spirituality specific generated by the
legacy of the Brediceanu`s family.
The significance of the pride feeling of the habitants viewing their living space is
illustrated in the paper of the Banat Metropolitan Nicolae in the preface of the book called
„Lugoj Spirituality”. This important regional personality states that ignoring the known
pride of the inhabitants from Lugoj, aspect always evoked, is incontestably their importance
and also by their settlement in the promoting action of all human activity fields as
individual, collective and national scale. Also, he states in the religious field the fact that
the inhabitants from Lugoj are beautiful exalting the pray to the God (Nicolae - The Banat
Metropolitan, in Luchescu, Muntean, Lăzărescu, 1994, p. 5).
The relation between the inhabitants of Lugoj and Divinity was born a long time
ago and it is lasting in present by the directly perceive features and, also, by all that are
perceived only by soul. The implication of Divinity in the mental space determines the
appearance of a phenomenon of „sublimation of the material into immaterial, of the
perishable into eternity, of the particular in the universality” conferring to the mental space
„a certain cosmic dimension” (Cocean, 2005, p. 73).
Another element with symbolic value from the mental space point of view, is
represented by the works know as national level titled „Ana Lugojeana” by Ion Vidu and
Filaret Barbu. Through it the urban space got an important consistency in the social and
cultural field, authenticity, individuality and uniqueness at the level of whole Romanian
territory.
On the other hand, the mental and cultural space of the town can be easily
analyzed beyond the complexity of it. The culture is created and enriched through the
occupations, by the living mode of the people, by their lifestyle, by their behavior and, also,
by all their creations, the cultural values and the mental perception on the urban space have
been created from long time ago, when in Lugoj appeared the first crafts and manufactures,
the first change and commercial activities etc. The evolution of the town has gravited to
these activities, today from the older craftsmen the town disposing by industrial function,
from the older commerce men being a town with commercial function and through all
cultural events from the part, disposing by an important cultural value. The attachment
towards this place is determined by the all activities and occupations of the parents,
grandparents, ancestors and all descendents that bequeathed some practices and concrete
activities. It is known the attachment of the residence from Buchini to their district and to
their land or households, by their work in the own gardens catering proudly the market of
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the town. Also is known the pride of the rural population to come into town in the market
days.
The particularities of the mental space and its uniqueness are determined by the
juxtaposition of the different types of cultures, which are intersected in this space as the
Romanian one with German and Hungarian ones. Today in Lugoj are living together with
Romanians, Germans, Hungarians, Serbians and other ethnic groups as an outcome of the
historical events from the past as colonization, migration foreign administration etc, the
ethnic structure being illustrated by the figure …. This space was opened, the only barrier
that stopped the values fluxes being the communism.
The individualization of the mental space from Lugoj is illustrated by the pride of
the people from Lugoj in belonging to this place and, also, by the link created among the
centuries between them and the land where they work, the houses in which they live and by
the real links with the descendents generations, with the traditions, customs, social and
spiritual values of the notorious culture personalities that were born in Lugoj.

4. THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE OF LUGOJ
The cultural landscape of the town represents the synthesis of the human activities
that deeply marked the natural landscape from this geographical space. It has formed in a
long and old time periods, the perceiving features, directly or no, being distinctive elements
that are specific for each fragment of history from dyachronical point of view. For
understanding it, is important to know and identify the vectors and the agents that created it,
its particularities, the specific of the environment and, also, of the social, political,
economical and cultural conditions in different periods of time; and together with them, the
elements that define it, the cultural landscape disposing in this way by a certain specific, by
uniqueness character and a distinct value.
From this point of view, the cultural landscape appears „as the physical landscape
modified by the man through its activities and its own ways in using the land.”6 Voiculescu,
(2002, p.133), presents many definitions of the cultural landscape concept prevailed by the
international scientific literature as: „the result of the interaction of the culture with the
environment” (Zimolzak, Stansfield, 1979, p.4); „the forms imposed on the environment by
the human activities” (…..) „the landscape created by the man that result in the wake of
the natural landscape transformation in the frame of a cultural system” (…).
Alongside with these definitions, Voiculescu, S. and Creţan, (1997, p.93), presents
the definition of all viewing the cultural landscape, this one being a landscape that was
anthropical modified and in 2005, once with the publication of the paper titled „Cultural
Geography”,7 the author illustrate in a distinct chapter the characteristics of the landscape
from the social and cultural point of view. Also, the authors states by the ordinary
landscapes and, also, by the extraordinary landscape from the perspective of the authorities
emblems, these ones being successfully conserved by the most powerful groups and, also,
by there society institutions.
6

Voiculescu, M., (2002), Geografia mediului înconjurător. Fundamentare teoretică, Editura Mirton,
Timişoara.
7
Voiculescu, Sorina, Creţan, R., (2005), Geografie culturală. Teme, evoluţii şi perspective, Editura
Eurostampa, Timişoara, pp. 28-29.
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The obvious and representative emblems are based on the building, settlements
and landscape (Voiculescu, Cretan, 2005). And finally, in the context of the dynamic
region, the cultural geography accenting the „uniqueness and the distinction of the places,
areas and localities”.8 In 2006, Mândruţ defines the cultural landscape as the one modified
by the man and in this one, we can identify the feature created by him …
Setting out from this definitions, both with the significance of the concept of
culture defined by many authors, we can appreciate that the geographical space in which
the municipality of Lugoj is situated presents certain characteristics that from the
quantitative, qualitative and symbolic point of view, through the conjunction of a
complexes factors have generated a distinct cultural landscape. It is the result of the culture
of the local, regional and national level and don't ignore the diffused influences from the
whole European space.
The first „tableaus” that illustrate the cultural landscape of the town are dating
from the old times and are based on the writings or the journals that belongs to the old
travelers that have crossed by this town. In this way, are representative the writings of
Priscus, Petrus Ranzanus, G. A. Gromo, the last one stating the fact that Lugoj was a big
and open town crossed by the navigable river Timiş (cf. Luchescu, 1993, p.14). Evlia
Celebi illustrates, in his writings, the landscape that in his travels met here, as: „Lugoj is
situated on bleak lowland near Zeppel stream which fall into Timiş. It has a quadratic
stronghold bricked in stone bonded by stockades and rounded by Zeppel stream, having a
gate on the risen part and an mobile elevating bridge (…). The town is surrounded by
vineyards, gardens and others fruitful plantations. It does't dispose by eating houses, stores
or schools.” (Luchescu,
1993, p. 15).
The German traveler Johann Lehmann, who grace on his pass from Lugoj in 1985
present the town landscape as follows: „On the beautiful and well done road I arrived in
Lugoj that in self is big. It has a beautiful place with many beautiful houses. In the place
are stores with Greeks merchants. The town, by Timiş river is divided in two parts. The
German part is well bricked, has good eating houses in which stop the travelers although
they are away from the road. The passers that cross the bridge, after every single horse,
must to pay a tax on the custom. Lugoj is a nice place with jovials inhabitants. In the
German part exists a café with pool and also a summer villa that are owned by the
commandant Soro's contess (…). An important part of the town is her domain. In the
grapevines from Lugoj are burgundy vineyards that producing vines better than many
others (…). At the end of the town on the road to Transylvania (…) follows a nice plain and
immediately appears a high hill with vineyards on both parts of the road. Here and there
are summer houses” (Luchescu, 1993, p.15).
These consignments reflect the town physiognomy, but more of that, the roots
viewing the social and economic conditions that will be formed in this space. These
tableaus present the simple dwellings of the people but, at that time, the luxury residences
of the owners and leaders. Also, the landscape shows the people occupancies that are
connect with the land cultivation and, also, by the commercial activities. These ones will be
the beginning point for many traditions that are conserved to the contemporary period.
The town is described having two parts German Lugoj and Romanian Lugoj
(Figure 1) that was connected by a bridge over the Timiş river and it will become the

8

Idem, p. 30.
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symbol of the cultural unity between the two settlements that today are forming the town of
Lugoj. It can illustrate in a realistic mode the inter-culturality model that has earlier created
here between Romanians and Germans. The colonists were artful in their crafts and in
agriculture. Together with them in Lugoj are other colonists as Greeks for instance.9 Thus
the town becomes an important economic settlement with looked out boroughs.

Figure 1: The Plan of Lugoj borough between 1769 and 1772
(Source: Lay, 2007, p. 6)
Alongside by the agriculture and commerce, in this space develops the
manufacturing activities that marked the beginning of the industrial traditions. In 1863 is
built the Lofler grinder with fume and in 1864 the alcohol factory. In 1869 in Lugoj were
exist a systematic grinder and a textile factory with 80 looms (Luchescu, 1993). After 1870,
becomes functional the railway between Orşova and Lugoj via Caransebeş, in 1898 the
railways from Lugoj to Ilia and Lugoj - Buziaş - Gătaia (1902). In 1892 is asphalting the
streets of the town and in 1899 appear the Electric Plant. In 1888 is built the Iacob
Muschong brick factory, industrial tradition conserved till today. The first Banks appear at
the same time. The town evolving positively from then, in 1904 being built The Natural
Silk Spinning Mill, in 1907 the textile factory Ungaria de Sud, in 1911 the brick factory
with fume from Lugoj, in 1910 the block factory, and in 1916 is built the Big Grinder.
From the same period is dated some important constructions of the town as The State Bank,
The Adults Hospital, The Financial Administration, The Justice Place etc (Luchescu, 1993,
9

Luchescu, Gh. et al., 1993.
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p. 93). The cultural image of the town is reflected by the numerous historic and cultural
monuments as: churches, palaces, monuments and art collections.10 In the period of the two
World Wars the economy of the town stagnates. The new appeared trends evolutions after
the Second World War is dominated by the marks of the communist regime. Beginning
with 1970, in the town are built the blocks of flats, dwellings standardized structures
destined for the workers in industry. So, appear also new industrial platforms that change
significant the previous image of the town. In all these times the urban population increase
generating a new pressure on the urban space.
The cultural landscape of the municipality of Lugoj shows the succession of many
periods that decisively marked it. The Middle Age imprints the crafts and commercial
traditions, reflected by the borough function of the town. It was an important commercial
town from Banat. The life style, the living mode and the „place sense”11 is argued by the
numerous buildings of the town, its functionality from the past being easily reorganized
today. This buildings are built in a specific architectural styles (baroque, gotique, secession,
oriental influence as Greek ones etc). After 1990 the religious space is re-dimensioned
through the appearance of new churches and by the freedom of all types of beliefs.
Alongside with the medieval architecture that characterize especially the
downtown, in the urban space predominate the communist feature materialized in
standardized living structures as the living districts and also by the industrial platforms.
After 1990, once with the fall of the communist regime the cultural landscape
supports new important modifications under the impact of the foreign investments in the
context of the economic transition to the market economy. The old industrial platforms are
reorganized, the productive units supported major changes from the structural and
functional point of view. On the other hand, is rearranged the central place of the town
retaking the traditions of the old „Corso”. Also, is renewed The Union Place that become
Iosif Constantin Dragan Place (foto), in the centre of it being placed the Greco Catholic
Church, it retaking this status after 1990 because the communist regime transformed it in
Orthodox Church.
The religious space is restructured, today existing in Lugoj four orthodox parishes.
All these reflect the efforts of many human generations which, through their own living
mode, norms and values, have created distinct cultural landscape.
Of course, the elements with symbolic value and the authority emblems are
present today in the landscape as: The St. Nicolae Tower, The God's Mother Adormition
Cathedral, The Prefecture Palace (photo 1), The City Hall, The Justice Palace (photo 2),
the last three ones attesting the political and administrative authority in the urban space.

10
11

Idem, 1993.
Voiculescu, Sorina, Creţan, R., (2005), op. cit., p. 28
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Photo 1: The Prefecture under restoring Photo 2: The Palace of Justice in Lugoj
(photo: Jucu, 2008)
(photo: Jucu, 2008)
An important feature that gives to the town a new function and contributing to the
increasing value of the space is Drăgan European University, a real symbol of local and
regional traditions in education. Another symbolic element is represented by the Iron
Bridge from downtown (photo 3). It illustrate the continuity of the inter-cultural model
generated by the German and Romanian population, being a symbol of spatial unity and of
the harmony co-existence in the social, economic, politic and cultural field. Its landscape
value is increased by the hydrographic axis of Timiş River, by the buildings types situated
along its banks and by its own architecture. It has ensured among the time continuous
fluxes of mass, energy and information, that directly contributed to the unitary development
of the urban space. The old wood bridge that was creating the connection between the two
communes that today is forming Lugoj has created development conditions by Romanian
and German Lugoj, that reciprocal influenced each other.

Photo 3: Iron Bridge from downtown Lugoj
(Source: Lugoj Townhall, 2008)
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The cultural landscape of the town is characterized by visible tendencies of spatial
ruralization, especially on the periphery where the individual dwellings predominate.
Beyond descriptive style of this approach concerning the functional and structural
perspectives we can remark that the most dis-functions are a legacy of the communist
regime, that are still reflect in the urban space. The physiognomy of the districts, the traffic
agglomeration, the development in the spirit of sustainability are problems that must be
correctly solved by the contemporary development strategies viewing the conservation of
all the cultural values of the municipality of Lugoj.
The communist features are obvious by many features that characterized the
residential (photo 4) and industrial areas.

Photo 4: Standardized living structure.
A communist apartments building in a district from Lugoj
(photo: Jucu, 2008)
Concerning the last one is important to understand that at that times there is no
doubt viewing the ,,expansion of industry”12 in the all communist period.

5. CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion we can consider that in the physiognomy of the cultural landscape
of the town predominate the marks of many historical periods that influenced the structure
and the functionality of the town through the economic activities, political context, cultural
particularities of the people, the social characteristics etc. The periods, in short, are: 185612

Turnock, D., (2006), The Romanian Carpathians under communism: the changing significance of a
mountain region, in RHGT, Review of Historical Geography and Toponomastics, Volume I, No. 2,
2006, Editura Universităţii de Vest din Timişoara, Timişoara, p. 164
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1891 under the German and Hungarian influences, 1891-1920 under the predomination of
Hungarian influences, the 1920-1989 under the Romanian authority which reflects
generally the communist influences in the urban space. Finally, after the 1990 start a new
period which is marked by the economic transition to the market economy. So, the actual
configuration of the landscape is a result of many successive legacies that are providing by
many cultural systems that are specific from the historical point of view in the geographical
space of this town.
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